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QUESTION 1

Chong-lee, a forensics executive, suspects that a malware is continuously making copies of files and folders on a victim
system to consume the available disk space. What type of test would confirm his claim? 

A. File fingerprinting 

B. Identifying file obfuscation 

C. Static analysis 

D. Dynamic analysis 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A state department site was recently attacked and all the servers had their disks erased. The incident response team
sealed the area and commenced investigation. During evidence collection they came across a zip disks that did not
have the standard labeling on it. The incident team ran the disk on an isolated system and found that the system disk
was accidentally erased. They decided to call in the FBI for further investigation. Meanwhile, they short listed possible
suspects including three summer interns. Where did the incident team go wrong? 

A. They examined the actual evidence on an unrelated system 

B. They attempted to implicate personnel without proof 

C. They tampered with evidence by using it 

D. They called in the FBI without correlating with the fingerprint data 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

The newer Macintosh Operating System is based on: A. OS/2 

B. BSD Unix 

C. Linux 

D. Microsoft Windows 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

You are called in to assist the police in an investigation involving a suspected drug dealer. The suspects house was
searched by the police after a warrant was obtained and they located a floppy disk in the suspects bedroom. The disk
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contains several files, but they appear to be password protected. What are two common methods used by password
cracking software that you can use to obtain the password? 

A. Limited force and library attack 

B. Brute Force and dictionary Attack 

C. Maximum force and thesaurus Attack 

D. Minimum force and appendix Attack 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Jason is the security administrator of ACMA metal Corporation. One day he notices the company\\'s Oracle database
server has been compromised and the customer information along with financial data has been stolen. The financial
loss will be in millions of dollars if the database gets into the hands of the competitors. Jason wants to report this crime
to the law enforcement agencies immediately. 

Which organization coordinates computer crimes investigations throughout the United States? 

A. Internet Fraud Complaint Center 

B. Local or national office of the U.S. Secret Service 

C. National Infrastructure Protection Center 

D. CERT Coordination Center 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

You are working as Computer Forensics investigator and are called by the owner of an accounting firm to investigate
possible computer abuse by one of the firm\\'s employees. You meet with the owner of the firm and discover that the
company has never published a policy stating that they reserve the right to inspect their computing assets at will. What
do you do? 

A. Inform the owner that conducting an investigation without a policy is not a problem because the company is privately
owned 

B. Inform the owner that conducting an investigation without a policy is a violation of the 4th amendment 

C. Inform the owner that conducting an investigation without a policy is a violation of the employee\\'s expectation of
privacy 

D. Inform the owner that conducting an investigation without a policy is not a problem because a policy is only
necessary for government agencies 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 7

George is performing security analysis for Hammond and Sons LLC. He is testing security vulnerabilities of their
wireless network. He plans on remaining as "stealthy" as possible during the scan. Why would a scanner like Nessus is
not recommended in this situation? 

A. Nessus is too loud 

B. Nessus cannot perform wireless testing 

C. Nessus is not a network scanner 

D. There are no ways of performing a "stealthy" wireless scan 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Which among the following search warrants allows the first responder to search and seize the victim\\'s computer
components such as hardware, software, storage devices, and documentation? 

A. John Doe Search Warrant 

B. Citizen Informant Search Warrant 

C. Electronic Storage Device Search Warrant 

D. Service Provider Search Warrant 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Which one of the following is not a first response procedure? 

A. Preserve volatile data 

B. Fill forms 

C. Crack passwords 

D. Take photos 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

The use of warning banners helps a company avoid litigation by overcoming an employee assumed
__________________________. When connecting to the company\\'s intranet, network or Virtual Private Network(VPN)
and will allow the company\\'s investigators to monitor, search and retrieve information stored within the network. 
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A. Right to work 

B. Right of free speech 

C. Right to Internet Access 

D. Right of Privacy 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

Smith, an employee of a reputed forensic investigation firm, has been hired by a private organization to investigate a
laptop that is suspected to be involved in the hacking of the organization\\'s DC server. Smith wants to find all the values
typed into the Run box in the Start menu. Which of the following registry keys will Smith check to find the above
information? 

A. TypedURLs key 

B. MountedDevices key 

C. UserAssist Key 

D. RunMRU key 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the following tool captures and allows you to interactively browse the traffic on a network? 

A. Security Task Manager 

B. Wireshark 

C. ThumbsDisplay 

D. RegScanner 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

One way to identify the presence of hidden partitions on a suspect\\'s hard drive is to: 

A. Add up the total size of all known partitions and compare it to the total size of the hard drive 

B. Examine the FAT and identify hidden partitions by noting an H in the partition Type field 

C. Examine the LILO and note an H in the partition Type field 
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D. It is not possible to have hidden partitions on a hard drive 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Which code does the FAT file system use to mark the file as deleted? 

A. ESH 

B. 5EH 

C. H5E 

D. E5H 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

A computer forensics investigator is inspecting the firewall logs for a large financial institution that has employees
working 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

What can the investigator infer from the screenshot seen below? 

A. A smurf attack has been attempted 

B. A denial of service has been attempted 
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C. Network intrusion has occurred 

D. Buffer overflow attempt on the firewall. 

Correct Answer: C 
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